
Each bottle a work of art, it’s almost a 
shame to drink it...

Beer Catalog – 2018



Švyturys EKSTRA 

The flagship of the Švyturys portfolio.  Ekstra lager 
belongs to the “Dortmunder/European Export” class. 
Its alcohol volume is 5.2%.  The beer is made of fresh 
malt, rice, bitter and aromatic hops, beer yeast and 
fresh water. It has an intense aroma of hops and rich 
long lasting taste that is empowered by slight 
bitterness generated by hops. Experts of most 
prestigious competitions – the World Beer Cup and 
the World Beer Championship – awarded it with gold 
and silver medals.
Available in 500ml 4 packs, 330ml 6 packs, and 30L 
kegs.





Švyturys BLONDE ALE

Blonde Ale is a great blend for lighter 
seafood and more fatty fish like 
salmon or shrimp. Along with a sweet, 
finer and perfectly balanced beer, 
fermented meat such as lamb is 
perfectly matched. And for those 
looking for more sweetness, Blond Ale 
is offering you to combine dried fruits 
and desserts.

Švyturys WHITE BALTAS

White is an unfiltered beer  made 
of wheat malt.  It has a distinctive 
and exceptional taste. Essences 
of orange and clove are just two 
of the flavor tones you will taste. 
One outstanding feature of 
White beer is its cloudiness, so it 
is necessary to GENTLY shake the 
bottle before opening and drink 
it only from special cooled glass. 
In order to appreciate all the 
delicacies of this beer - it may be 
flavored with a piece of fresh 
lemon. It is designed for those 
beer fans who admire special 
features of taste and aroma. 



Švyturys DARK RED BALTIJOS

Dark Red Baltijos is a beer of dark 
red color. It is distinguished for its 
very thick foam. This beer has a 
rich, slightly sweet, long lasting 
caramel taste and is made of malt, 
caramel malt, hops, beer yeast and 
fresh water. This is currently the 
oldest beer in the   Švyturys beer 
family made since 1964. It was 
awarded with bronze medal in the 
World Beer Championship 2002. 
Dark Red Baltijos beer is made for 
those who like dark beer and who 
would like to try the taste of 
centuries. 

Švyturys EKSTRA DRAUGHT

Ekstra Draught premium beer is 
brewed under a unique method which 
allows it to be produced without 
pasteurization and is bottled in 
specially designed bottles which 
preserve the flavor that could 
previously be enjoyed only in pubs. 
Mild in flavor, this beer is easily 
drinkable.



Gubernija Hefeweizen is a 
mild and particularly 
refreshing light beer 
produced of specially 
filtered water, 50 percent 
light barley malt and 50 
percent wheat malt, bitter 
Hallertau Taurus hops, 
and the finest yeast. 4.3% 
Alc./Vol. 

Gubernija Ekstra beer is a mild 
Dortmunder style lager, 
produced of the highest quality 
barley malt, Bitter Hallertau 
Taurus hops and two sorts of 
aromatic hops: Perle and Spalter
Select, which during the brewing 
process are added in a manner to 
save the subtle aroma of hops. 
During the production process a 
spicy detail – a bit of rice – is 
added, helping to maintain and 
keep the originality of beer of this 
kind.  5.3% Alc./Vol. 

Gubernija Traditional Ale is 
a dark beer, produced of a 
specially filtered water, 
mixture of barley, caramel 
and wheat malt, and hops 
such as Bitter Hallertau
Taurus; and aromatic Perle
and Spalter Select. For the 
fermentation of beer, we 
use the finest beer yeast, 
which ferments the beer at 
the higher 14-25 degrees 
Celsius temperature. 5.9% 
Alc./Vol. 

Gubernija Amber Ale is made 
from specially filtered water, 
hand selected malt and 
aromatic hops such as 
Hallertau Taurus, Perle and 
Spalter Select . 5.7% Alc./Vol. 

Since 1665 GUBERNIJA had offered 
beer of the highest quality –
according to a classic recipes They 
do their best in keeping up with the 
old traditions of brewery, naturalness 
and authenticity in selecting the 
finest quality ingredients while 
remaining state of the art in their 
production. The high quality primary 
products from their time-tested 
suppliers are used for brewery. Their 
employees are experienced and 
qualified. The brewery from the old 
times was famous for a high quality 
of its beer, the experience of the 
brewers and manufacture traditions. 
The exhibition awards from the 
beginning of 20th century as well as 
the international awards of today 
serve as a testament to their quality.

B&I Overseas Trading, Inc.
7712 Densmore Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
Tel: 818-285-6936
Fax: 818-285-6937



Good Honest Beer

Barrel 95 Beer.  A new import for 
beer lovers.  Brewed with the 
highest quality malt and barley 
and crystal clear water, Barrel 95 
with 9.5 Alc. by Vol. is what beer 
should be.  No bells or whistles, no 
crazy flavors, no sitting up late 
night wondering if we should add 
a pinch of cinnamon instead of 
nutmeg, no limited editions.  This 
is beer that tastes as it should... 
like beer.
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